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Human Exploration Framework Team (HEFT) Overview
and Deep Space Habitat (DSH) Team Support
 HEFT was a NASA-wide team that performed analyses of architectures for human 
exploration beyond LEO, evaluating technical, programmatic, and budgetary issues to 
support decisions at the highest level of the agency in HSF planning
 HEFT Phase I (April – September, 2010)  and Phase II (September – December, 2010)  
examined a broad set of “Human Exploration of Near Earth Objects (NEOs)” Design 
Reference Missions (DRMs), evaluating such factors as elements, performance, 
technologies, schedule, and cost
 At end of HEFT Phase 1, an architecture concept known as DRM 4a represented the best 
available option for a full capability NEO mission
• Within DRM4a, the habitation system was provided by Deep Space Habitat (DSH), Multi-Mission 
Space Exploration Vehicle (MMSEV), and Crew Transfer Vehicle (CTV) pressurized elements
 HEFT Phase 2 extended DRM4a, resulting in DRM4b
• Scrubbed element-level functionality assumptions and mission Concepts of Operations
• Habitation Team developed more detailed concepts of the DSH and the DSH/MMSEV/CTV Conops, 
including functionality and accommodations, mass & volume estimates, technology requirements, and 
DDT&E costs
 DRM 5 represented an effort to reduce cost by scaling back on technologies and eliminating 
the need for the development of an MMSEV
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HEFT Architecture Analysis Cycle Approach (Iterative)
DSH Team Support
DSH Element Description
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Ground Rules & Assumptions For DSH
 Habitat Structure & Mechanisms
• Metallic, cylindrical habitat
• 115 m3 pressurized volume
• Secondary structure sized as 2.46 kg/m2 of 
habitat structural area
• Integration structure 2% of habitat gross mass
• 4 windows, 1 exterior hatch, 4 docking 
mechanisms
 Protection
• 1 ¼ ” MLI covering external habitat surface for 
passive TCS
• Cargo – Radiation Protection
• 2” water-wall covering crew quarters only
- Water included
 Power
• 2 photovoltaic (3-junction GaAs) arrays each 
generating 7.5 kW EOL
• EPCU 28 Vdc PMAD (92% efficient)
• 3 Li-ion batteries
 Avionics
• Leverage CTV for CC&DH, GN&C and 
communications
 Thermal Control
• External fluid loop for heat acquisition using 
ammonia
• Internal fluid loop for heat acquisition using 60% 
prop glycol/water
• 6.5 kW heat acquired from MM cabin & avionics 
rejected using ISS-type radiators w/ 10 mil Ag-
teflon coating
 Crew Accommodations
• Standard suite for 180-360 day deep space 
transfer (ref. Human Spaceflight Mission Analysis 
& Design)
• sink, freezer, microwave oven, hand/mouth 
wash faucet, washer & dryer, 2 vacuums, 
laptop, trash compactor, printer, hand tools & 
accessories, test equipment, ergometer, 
photography equipment, exercise equipment, 
treadmill, table
 Reserves
• Margin growth Allocation - 20% of basic mass
• Project Manager’s Reserve - 10% of basic mass
 Internal bulkhead with airlock services
• For contingent EVAs after NEO ops
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DSH Sizing Using EXAMINE
 EXAMINE = EXploration Architecture Model for IN-space and Earth-to-orbit
• An architecture modeling framework developed at NASA LaRC
• Contains a collection of parametric performance and sizing tools and algorithms 
that enable users to model a variety of architectural element types
• Originated from a collection of existing NASA spacecraft sizing toolsets including 
JSC’s Envision, MSFC’s MER database, and JSC’s ALSSAT
• Provides detailed architecture element -specific sizing in mass, volume, and 
power for Levels 1, 2, and (occasionally) 3 detail
• Also provides a framework for integrated sizing across the architecture concept
• Enables trades and studies to improve designs
 DSH Team provided inputs to EXAMINE to size the DSH element, which was 
then integrated into the sizing of the architecture as a whole
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DSH ECLSS Assumptions for Modeling in EXAMINE (ALSSAT)
 Water Management System
• Urine Collection System: ISS
• Water Recovery System: 
- Vacuum Compression Distillation: ISS
- Multifiltration: ISS
- Volatile Removal Assembly: ISS
- Ion-Exchange: ISS
• Hygiene/Product Tank: ISS
• Microbial Check Valve: ISS
• Water Quality Management: ISS
• Water Delivery: ISS
 Air Management System
• CO2 Removal: 4BMS
• CO2 Reduction: Sabatier
• O2 Generation: SPE\ISS
• Trace Contaminate Control: ISS
• Atmosphere Composition Monitoring Assembly : 
ISS
• N2/O2 Storage: Cryogenic
• Fire Detection/Suppression: ISS
 Solid Waste Management System
• Waste Storage
• Waste Collection Subsystem: ISS
 Food System
• Shuttle Training Menu
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Sizing Trend Lines for DSH 
 The model used to size the DSH was used to generate trendlines for mass, 
pressurized volume and habitable volume as a function of crew and duration
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*Additional volume 
provided by additional 
elements (MSEV, CTV)
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elements (MSEV, CTV)
Technology Mapping
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Applicable System
Tech Dev 
Element
Technology Entries for HEFT II 
(Strategy 3 Initial Mapping): Rev 12/14/10 CTV CPS MMSEV SEP DSH Other
LO2/LH2 reduced boiloff flight demo (FTD-2/Cryostat) X CPS
LO2/LH2 reduced boiloff & other CPS tech development X CPS
Energy Storage X X X X CTV
Fire Prevention, Detection & Suppression  (for 8 psi) X X X CTV
Environmental Monitoring and Control X X X CTV
TPS -- low speed (<11.5 km/sec; Avcoat) X CTV
Behavioral Health X DSH
Biomedical Countermeasures Optimized Exercise (Countermeasures 
H/W)
X DSH
Human Factors and Habitability X DSH
High Reliability Life Support Systems (ECLSS) X X X DSH
Long Duration Medical X DSH
Biomedical countermeasures X DSH
Space Radiation Protection – Galactic Cosmic Rays  (GCR) ? X X DSH
Space Radiation Protection – Solar Proton Events (SPE) ? X X DSH
(DSH team provided input to Technology team to identify the technologies and research programs which must be undertaken to 
provide the capability required by the missions outlined in Strategies 1, 2, and 3)
Technology Mapping (continued)
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Applicable System
Tech Dev 
Element
Technology Entries for HEFT II 
(Strategy 3 Initial Mapping): Rev 12/14/10 CTV CPS MMSEV SEP DSH Other
Space Radiation Shielding – GCR & SPE ? X X DSH
Electrolyzers X DSH
Vehicle Systems Mgmt X X X X DSH
Crew Autonomy X X X X DSH
Mission Control Autonomy X X X X DSH
Common Avionics (Autonomous Systems) X X X X X DSH
Thermal Control X X X MMSEV
Robots Working Side-by-Side with Suited Crew (w/ Demos) X X X MMSEV
Telerobotic control of robotic systems with time delay (w/ Demos) X X X MMSEV
Mechanisms for Long Duration, Deep Space Missions X X X X X MMSEV
NEA Auto Rendezvous, Prox Ops, and Terrain Relative Nav X MMSEV
Dust Mitigation X X X Surface
Technology Mapping (continued)
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Applicable Element Tech Dev Element
Technology Entries for HEFT II
(Strategy 3 Initial Mapping): Rev 12/14/10 CTV CPS MMSEV SEP DSH Other
Autonomously Deployable 300 kW Solar Arrays X SEP
SEP demo (FTD-1) X SEP
Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) Stage X SEP
Suitport X ? EVA EVA
Deep Space Suit (Block 1) ? X X EVA EVA
NEA Surface Ops (related to EVA) X EVA EVA
Proximity Communications X X X X X EVA TTCN
In-Space Timing and Navigation for Autonomy X X X TTCN
High Data Rate Forward Link (Flight) X TTCN
Ground Systems: Cryo Fluid Mgmt Gnd Gnd Ops
Ground Systems: Corrosion Detection & Control Gnd Gnd Ops
Ground Systems: Wiring Fault Detection & Repair Gnd Gnd Ops
Ground Systems: ISHM/FDIR Gnd Gnd Ops




